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INTEL TYPIC

SUPDATA: AMCOG-3 IN MESSAGE NO 23 DATED 13 NOV 63 RECEIVED 18 NOV VIA NIEXIT POUCH AND IN TRANSLATED FORM 29 NOV.

SUBSOURCE IS VET FROM INFORMANT LT KENAFRU OR FINAFRU, WHO ALSO REPORTED INFO IN TDGSDB-3/655,763. KENAFRU HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED TO THE GENERAL STAFF HEADQUARTERS, HENCE ALTERATION OF DESCRIPTION. THE SERGEANT WAS UNIDENTIFIED. LAST PART OF FIELD COMMENT FROM SHOE. RID: NO INDEX. FILED 0323282

REPORT CLASS SECRET NO FOREIGN DISSEM CONTROLLED DISSEM CUBA

SUBJ: 1. DELIVERY OF MATERIEL TO CUBA BY SUBMARINE 2. AIRCRAFT WITH AMERICAN MARKINGS AT RANCHO BOYEROS AIRPORT 3. ASSURANCES

IV COMMENT:

NO SEPARATE CABLE DISTRIBUTION IS BEING MADE OF THIS ITEM.

RELEASING PRIO: 12/4/63 0502 64

SECRET
MADE TO CUBAN GENERAL STAFF OFFICERS DTO: EARLY NOVEMBER 1963
PADA: UNITED STATES, MIAMI (29 NOV 63) UFS 4124
SOURCE: A HIGHLY EDUCATED CUBAN WHO IS A WELL KNOWN ANTI-REGIME
FIGURE AND WHO WAS ACTIVE IN POLITICS IN THE PRE-BATISTA ERA.
SOURCE HAS SUPPLIED AN APPRECIABLE NUMBER OF USEFUL REPORTS BASED
ON INFORMATION FROM A WIDE VARIETY OF INFORMANTS. THIS INFORMATION
WAS RECEIVED BY A CUBAN PROFESSIONAL MAN WHO RESIDES IN HABANA
FROM A CUBAN MILITARY OFFICER PRESENTLY ASSIGNED TO THE CUBAN
GENERAL STAFF HEADQUARTERS.
1. In early November 1963 a Cuban army sergeant observed the arrival of a submarine at a coastal point east of Santa Cruz del Norte, Habana Province. The submarine unloaded three boxes, each approximately one and one-half meters wide, one meter high, and two meters long which were then transported by truck to the local military zone. (FIELD COMMENT: In TDCS 08-3/650, the same informant reported that on 29 June 1963 three crated nuclear nose cones were transferred from a submarine to a trailer at a point off Isabela de Sagua by Soviet...
PERSONNEL, THE CRATES WERE LOADED ONTO TRUCKS IN PORT AND TRANSPORTED TO THE SOVIET BASE AT SAGUA LA GRANDE. A USUALLY RELIABLE SOURCE REPORTED THAT THE SANTA CRUZ DEL NORTE CRUISE MISSILE SITE WAS ACTIVE AS OF 1 DECEMBER 1963.)

2. THREE GRAY-PAINTED AIRCRAFT WITH AMERICAN INSIGNIA WERE KEPT IN READINESS AT THE RANCHO BOYEROS AIRPORT.

3. CUBAN OFFICERS FROM HABANA PROVINCE TRANSFERRED TO THE CUBAN ARMY GENERAL STAFF HEADQUARTERS WERE TOLD IN A RECENT MEETING THAT A DIRECT ATTACK BY THE UNITED STATES WAS ANTICIPATED DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER. THEY WERE TOLD THAT THE MILITARY DISADVANTAGES WERE KNOWN BUT THAT THEY SHOULD NOT BE AFRAID BECAUSE FIDEL CASTRO RUZ HAD NOT ONLY POWERFUL DEFENSIVE WEAPONS BUT OFFENSIVE WEAPONS WITH WHICH THE AMERICAN MAINLAND COULD BE ATTACKED.

4. FIELD DISSEM: CINCCLANT, CINCSo, COMNAVKEYWEST.